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LAB ASSIGNMENT Nº1 

WIFI-BASED MOVEMENT DETECTOR 

(FIREBASE, ANDROID APP AND NODE MCU) 

1 INTRODUCTION 
This assignment is intended to be followed by the students in order to give their first steps in 

Android IoT application programming. In the course of this tutorial, a simple Android app will be 

developed and connected to a Google Firebase project. The developed app will be used as a basis 

for subsequent lab assignments. It is assumed that the students have the Android Studio IDE 

installed in their machines. 

The instructions in this assignment are abridged so that, at each step, the students will have to 

investigate how to implement the requested functionality. At the end of this document, a list of 

useful references is provided. 

2 CREATING A GOOGLE FIREBASE PROJECT 
This sequence steps will guide you through the creation of a Google Firebase project that will 

store the data of your IoT application in the cloud. 

1) Sign-in to Google or register a Google account. 

2) Go to Google Firebase. 

3) Go to the console. 

4) Create a project called “IoT Alarm App” with default settings and location in Portugal. 

5) Create a Realtime Database database. Realtime Database is used instead of Cloud Firestore 

because it is compatible with existing Arduino libraries that will be used with Arduino 

devices in later assignments. Start the database in locked mode for restricted access. 

6) Go to the Data separator of the just created iot-alarm-app database and add the following 

items: 

a. alarm_status, setting it to Boolean value true. 

b. enable_alert_sound, setting it to true. 

c. measurement, setting it to 0. 

7) Go to database Rules separator and check that .read and .write rules are both set to true. 

3 CREATING A SIMPLE APP 
This sequence of steps will guide you through the creation of a basic app layout, which will 

later be completed with functionality allowing interaction between the user and the Google 

Firebase database. 

https://firebase.google.com/
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1) Create a new project called “Assignment 1 GR00”, with project type “Empty Activity” and 

minimum SDK version 19 (Android 4.4 KitKat). The GR00 indicates the RMSF lab group 

number, in this case group 0. The language should be “Java”. 

2) Verify that the new project has a single activity called MainActivity, whose class is defined 

in file MainActivity.java. The layout of MainActivity is very simple and has only two widgets: 

a ConstraintLayout with a TextView inside. 

3) Modify the layout so that it will include two TextView gadgets and one Button gadget 

positioned as shown in Fig. 1. The default text in each gadget indicates the database item 

to which it will be associated. You can check the layout using the Android Emulator. 

4) Customize the app icon to be the IST logo1! 

 

Fig. 1: Default layout of app Assignment 1. 

4 CONNECT THE ANDROID APP TO THE GOOGLE FIREBASE 

PROJECT 
We are now in position to link the app to the Google Firebase database. Go to the Google 

Firebase console, select the “IoT Alarm App” project and then Add app. Select the Android 

platform. Follow the indicated steps until the developed app is successfully connected to the 

Google Firebase project2.  

Tip: When configuring build.gradle at app level, don’t forget to add the following dependency: 

implementation 'com.google.firebase:firebase-database'. 

                                                             
1 https://developer.android.com/studio/write/image-asset-studio#create-adaptive 
2 Some instructions and outdated regarding the current version of Gradle and should be adapted. See, 

for example this link. 

https://stuff.mit.edu/afs/sipb/project/android/docs/tools/help/emulator.html
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/67538679/how-to-connect-with-firebase-and-android-please
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5 BIND THE APP GADGETS TO DATABASE ITEMS 
At the end of this sequence of steps, the Android app will allow full interaction between the 

user and the Google Firebase database. 

1) Add functionality to class MainActivity, so that the value of the measurement database 

item is shown in the measurement TextView. 

2) Add functionality to class MainActivity class, so that:  

a. Whenever the alarm_status database item is set to false the alarm_status TextView 

displays “Nothing to Report”. 

b. Whenever the alarm_status database item is set to true the alarm_status TextView 

displays “ALERT! ALERT!” and one notification sound is played. 

3) Add functionality to class MainActivity class, so that: 

a. The enable_alert_sound Button is initialized with a string that corresponds to the 

value of the enable_alert_sound database item. In case this is true, the button will 

display “Disable Buzzer”; in case it is false, the button will display “Enable Buzzer”. 

b. Whenever the enable_alert_sound Button displays “Disable Buzzer” and the user 

presses the button, database item enable_alert_sound will be set to false and the 

button will display “Enable Buzzer”. 

c. Whenever the enable_alert_sound Button displays “Enable Buzzer” and the user 

presses the button, database item enable_alert_sound will be set to true and the 

button will display “Disable Buzzer”. 

Tip 1: Add the following imports, which will let you call the Firebase API methods: 

• com.google.firebase.database.DataSnapshot; 

• com.google.firebase.database.DatabaseError; 

• com.google.firebase.database.DatabaseReference; 

• com.google.firebase.database.FirebaseDatabase; 

• com.google.firebase.database.ValueEventListener; 

Tip2: Class DatabaseReference will allow you to get references to the Firebase database 

resources through calls to DatabaseReference::getInstance().getReference().child(…). Get and 

set operations on the database items can be accomplished through 

DatabaseReference::getValue(…) and DatabaseReference::SetValue(…) methods3. 

6 ADDING NODEMCU TO THE SYSTEM4 
The interaction between the user and the cloud database is established. In order to achieve a 

true IoT application, the loop will now be closed to integrate the “thing”, i.e., the sensor/actuator 

device. In this assignment, NodeMCU will be will be used, whose pinout is depicted in Fig. 2.  

                                                             
3 More info can be found at https://firebase.google.com/docs/database/android/read-and-write . 
4 Some of the kits include the ESP32 WROOM DevKitC v4 instead of the NodeMCU. Instructions to install 

this development board are similar and can be found in https://www.iottechtrends.com/getting-started-
with-esp32-wroom-devkitc/ . 

https://firebase.google.com/docs/database/android/read-and-write
https://www.iottechtrends.com/getting-started-with-esp32-wroom-devkitc/
https://www.iottechtrends.com/getting-started-with-esp32-wroom-devkitc/
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Fig. 2: Pinout of NodeMCU. 

The node MCU will receive power from the USB interface and will be connected with a Memo 

SE-10  or Kuongshun HC-SR501 (see Fig. 3) PIR movement detector (sensor) and a piezo buzzer 

(actuator). 

The Kuongshun HC-SR501 PIR sensor can be configured to have different behaviors, by means 

of two screws and one jumper. For this project, the jumper should be in the H position, the delay 

screw should be fully rotated counter-clockwise and the sensitivity screw should be fully rotated 

clockwise. 

 

Fig. 3: Kuongshun HC-SR501 PIR sensor. 
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NodeMCU includes an onboard LED that can be controlled by programs through the GPIO2 pin 

of the ESP8266 chip. 

1) The Node MCU will be programmed using the Arduino IDE. In order for the Node MCU to be 

recognized in this development environment, configure Arduino IDE for NodeMCU according 

to the instructions in this link or an equivalent one.  

2) Mount the circuit as depicted in Fig. 4 or Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 4: Movement detection and alarm circuit using NodeMCU and Memo SE-10. 

 

Fig. 5: Movement detection and alarm circuit using NodeMCU and Kuongshun HC-SR501. 

3) Install the Firebase ESP8266 Client library by Mobizt as shown in Fig. 6. 

https://www.instructables.com/Quick-Start-to-Nodemcu-ESP8266-on-Arduino-IDE/
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Fig. 6: Library Manager of the Arduino IDE with Firebase ESP8266 Client library installed. 

4) Based on a library example (e.g., Blynk.ino, or Basic.ino), build your own Arduino program to 

perform the following actions in the main loop (loop() function): 

a. Read the status of the motion detector. Update the alarm_status database variable 

accordingly. In case motion is detected, increment the measurement database variable 

and activate the NodeMCU LED. 

b. If the enable_alert_sound database variable is true and motion was detected, sound the 

buzzer (suggestion: use the tone() function together with pitch constants provided in 

file pitch.h). 

c. Wait for 1 second before the end of the loop() function. 

5) NodeMCU is based on the ESP8266 chip. This chip is incompatible with eduroam 

authentication procedures. In order to connect to Internet, we will use a smartphone with 

cellular data access to setup a WPA2 PSK hotspot. Configure the Arduino source file 

accordingly. Once the NodeMCU program is correct, you should observe the expected 

hardware behavior and the Firebase database variables should change according to the 

motion detection events. Once the Android App is running, it should also show the current 

database status, as well as to enable and disable the buzzer when the user presses the button.  
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